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● Australia-China Science Research Fund Project: Strengthening 
Australia-China cooperation in computational social science and 
research into information diffusion in social media

● Team Leader: Dr Lexing Xie (ANU)

● Lead Chinese Partner Organisation Contact: Prof Shiqiang 
Yang (Tsinghua University)

● Other Project Team Members

● Dr Robert Ackland (ANU)

● Dr Paul Thomas (CSIRO/ANU)

● Prof Wenjun Wu (Beihang University)

● Dr Peng Cui (Tsinghua University)

● Prof Jonathan (Jian Hua) Zhu (City University Hong Kong, 
Shenzhen Research Institute)
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The problem
● How to model behaviour in large-scale 

information sharing environments (e.g. Twitter, 
online fora, WWW)?
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● 597 tweeters using 
#ows, #occupywallstreet, 
#wikileaks, #teaparty 
between Oct 2011 and 
Feb 2013

● Need at least one edge

● Edges: RT, @mention or 
@reply

● partial data

● Data source: 
netbadges.com
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Exponential Random Graph 
(ERG)/p* models

● A tool for statistical analysis of social networks
– Flexible approach for statistically modelling social networks
– Allows inferences about whether certain network sub-structures 

(e.g. homophily “birds of a feather flock together”) are more 
commonly observed in the network than might be expected by 
chance alone. 

– Existence (or non-existence) of sub-structures can be used as 
evidence for or against hypotheses about social processes. 

● Available in three software implementations
– http://csde.washington.edu/statnet/
– http://www.sna.unimelb.edu.au/pnet/pnet.html
– http://www.stats.ox.ac.uk/~snijders/siena/

http://csde.washington.edu/statnet/
http://www.sna.unimelb.edu.au/pnet/pnet.html
http://www.stats.ox.ac.uk/~snijders/siena/
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● But...is ERG suitable for modelling large-scale social 
media networks?

● Is a social media network a social network?
– What are the characteristics of a social network? One-to-one 

communication and interdependence: actor A takes account of 
reaction of actor B before acting. 

– Hard to argue that Twitter is a social network (Twitter founders 
contend it is a information network)

– Facebook is more like a social network: people usually nominate 
offline friends as Facebook friends

– WWW hyperlink networks? Web fora?

● Practical level: scale & density of social media networks 
can result in degenerate ERG models (they “blow up”) 
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● Perhaps these aren't social networks, but rather 
information sharing networks

● Are there other social science tools we can use to 
model behaviour in social media networks?

● Index number theory and revealed preference 
(economics)
● Participants in information sharing networks are agents who 

are making rational decisions about the consumption and 
production of information, subject to exogenous costs or 
'prices'. 

● Approach can identify sets of individuals who share common 
preferences for consuming and producing information, 
allowing the construction of novel and economically-
informed indexes of behaviour in information networks. 
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Index Numbers and
 Revealed Preference

● In economics, index numbers are used for finding 
differences in economic variables across time, or 
geographic regions
● change in cost of living between two time points (CPI)
● difference in real GDP between two countries.

● Index number theory is one of the oldest fields of 
economics...contributions by prominent economists:
● Paul A. Samuelson, Sidney Afriat, Erwin Diewert, Hal Varian, 

Peter Neary, Steve Dowrick, John Quiggin etc.
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● To make economically valid real GDP comparisons 
across countries:
● Assume existence of “representative consumer” at the level 

of the country i.e. Australian representative consumer who 
consumes average per capita consumption bundle.

● Representative consumers need to have common 
preferences for consuming goods i.e. share a common utility 
function (mathematical representation of consumer 
preferences...provides ranking of bundles of goods in terms 
of level of satisfaction or “utility”)  

● But the utility function cannot be directly observed...
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Cobb-Douglas utility function
U=x y1−

x,y – consumption of goods 1 
and 2

0≤≤1
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● Two approaches:
● Approach 1 (Diewert): Don't worry about testing for 

common preferences

– Use superlative index (e.g. Fisher Ideal Index) - consistent 
with preferences flexible enough to provide a local second-
order approximation to arbitrary preferences.  

– e.g. EKS index - used by World Bank in International 
Comparison Project global comparisons

– multilateral index (base country invariant)
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● Approach 2 (Afriat, Diewert, Varian): Use revealed 
preference to recover information on preferences:

– Combinatorial algorithms to test if country-level demand data 
(per capita consumption, avge. prices) are consistent with the 
existence of a single representative utility-maximising 
consumer

– Provide empirical bounds to set of utility functions that 
rationalise the data

– If data consistent with common homothetic preferences (utility 
function is monotonic transformation of homogenous degree 1 
function), can derive tight bounds to true index, which is a 
multilateral index
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From “Inverse Problems in Economics” presentation by Suzhou Huang (Ford Research 
Laboratory): http://www.ima.umn.edu/talks/workshops/4-22-26.2002/huang/huang.pdf
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From “Inverse Problems in Economics” presentation by Suzhou Huang (Ford Research 
Laboratory): http://www.ima.umn.edu/talks/workshops/4-22-26.2002/huang/huang.pdf
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Ackland, R (2008): 
'Incorporating Minimum 
Subsistence Consumption 
into International 
Comparisons of Real 
Income', Review of 
Economics and Statistics, 
90(4), pp. 702-712.
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● This presentation is focused on Approach 1
● Construct multilateral index of real attention in a 

Twitter network
● provides different rankings for information 

consumption behaviour than e.g. outdegree 
centrality 
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● Relevant papers (focused on WWW clickstream 
networks):
● Wu, L. and R. Ackland (2011), "How Web 1.0 Fails: The 

Mismatch Between Hyperlinks and Clickstreams," under 
review. http://arxiv.org/abs/1201.6095

● R. Ackland and L. Wu (2011), "Revealed Preference in 
Networks," poster and abstract prepared for the Workshop 
on Information in Networks (WIN), New York University Stern 
School of Business, September 30th - October 1st, 2011.

● R. Ackland and L. Wu (2013), "Index Numbers and 
Information Networks," accepted for proceedings of Web 
Science 2013

http://arxiv.org/abs/1201.6095
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Information network prices?
● There is evidence for a “diversity-bandwidth tradeoff” (Aral and Van 

Alstyne, 2011 ): strong ties provide a greater flow of information 
compared with weak ties (but weak ties provide novel information) 

● Network closure impacts on the cost or price of consuming a unit of 
information: cost of consuming a unit of information from a strong tie 
is lower than cost of consuming a unit of information from a weak tie.  

● Propose that prices can be calculated using 1.5 degree egonetwork 
of information consumers

● Price vector faced by consumer i is exogenously determined - does 
not have direct influence over how the alters in his egonetwork are 
connected to one another (i.e. how they consume information from 
one another), and it is these alter-to-alter connections that are used 
to derive the prices faced by consumer i.
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1.5 degree egonetwork for braingarbage
● For 

braingarbage, 
relative cost of 
consuming info 
from 
revmagdalen is 
higher than cost 
of consuming 
info from 
wikileaks
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Results
● EKS produces 

different ranking of 
sites compared with 
outdegree centrality

● e.g. wikileaksbot 
and braingarbage
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Why the index number approach?
● Node-level metrics for identifying prominent actors

● multilateral indexes of real consumption of information may provide 
different insights to e.g. degree/betweenness/closeness centrality

● Revealed preference approach can be used to identify clusters in 
information networks

● Partitioning network actors into “types” (sharing common 
preferences) may reveal something different to e.g. modularity 
clustering (Girvan-Newman)

● Revealed preference can provide basis for predicting impact of 
change of network structure:

● e.g. impact on flows of attention in social media resulting from 
addition/deletion of nodes  
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